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ave you noticed that some meetings go much longer
than they ever should? Do you ever wonder that there
is a perception that everyone must speak? I often

wonder, do some of these people feel that if they say nothing,
they are not contributing, and that somehow, sitting in active
silence is a sin punishable by death?

Say the topic of discussion is a marketing campaign.
An employee can think of no legitimate criticism or valuable
suggestion for improvement, so instead of saying nothing at
all, he digs up an objection based on a single incident that
occurred years ago at another job in a different company and
sometimes, you think, on a different planet.

Another painful example to watch is the “all inclusive” types
– those who deem it their fiduciary responsibility to add diver-
sity, change management, process optimization, globalization,
or in more recent trendy times, a green initiative, to
every discussion.

Worse yet are those who feel compelled to ask vague ques-
tions. How do we take this to the next level? What are our
best options? Think about it. Every one of these interactions

adds five to ten minutes and continued drag on endless points
beyond the necessary duration. Meeting facilitators in our
overly sensitive PC world have been brainwashed to say – even
if they are not thinking it – that there are no stupid questions.
And way too many are way too considerate to cut off the
offensive parties. With each up-tick of the noise, the pressure
on those who haven’t said anything increases. I know in dem-
ocratic societies – not to mention our dreaded educational
system, where teachers make participation 20% of the grade
– “speak up and be counted” is often considered to be noble.

If you don’t become a faithful advocate of quality participa-
tion counting for more than quantity noise, you are contribut-
ing to gross negligence in the lack of candor in corporate
America. Be a proponent of insightfulness, not more
useless banter.

Publish agendas in advance and allow participants to
prepare. End meetings early. Offer your open office door to
anyone who didn’t have a chance to speak at the meeting.
Never single out quiet employees with the jovial yet sarcastic,
“Susan – we haven’t heard much from you today.” Don’t allow
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economic world.” Despite the economy, all the events were
sold out. As Branden put it, “Everyone still wants to be a part
of what is indeed music’s biggest night.”

With the punishing schedule of
GRAMMY Week, The Academy has
come to rely on a core set of vendors
with whom they have built long-
standing relationships. “Because of
the complexity, scale and nature of
our projects and certainly the high
profile,” Branden says, “we spend a
lot of time developing partnerships
and relationships that we can capi-
talize on year after year. Our events
are not easy, live events are always
quite complex, and they get even
more challenging with the level of talent and the quality of
music that we have to deliver within each of our events.
Therefore we spend a lot of time culminating a relationship by
training and working with our partners to make sure they
understand what we are trying to accomplish. There is a great
value in that. It is about building great relationships with
people who understand how to deliver on our vision and then
keeping those relationships strong and true.”

This year had more challenges than many including a
dramatic change in the actual telecast. As Branden put it, “To

have to replace an entire segment within hours before the
doors open for any live event is complex, but for one that
includes major talent, thousands of guests, a live-broadcast

network and millions of viewers…
it’s a situation you simply cannot
imagine or describe. Yet ultimately
it was one of the biggest successes of
our event and proved to us that
there is a reason that we work with
some of the best vendors in the busi-
ness. They really had to prove their
credentials on this year’s show.”

By the time Branden got to the
GRAMMY Celebration following the
telecast where he oversaw turning
the space of three football fields into

a fantastic 1960’s inspired Woodstock-style festival, he was
ready for a cocktail and the opportunity to kick back and final-
ly relax and reflect following a long week of events. As he put
it, “Deep down I knew I never really had to worry about the
telecast, the GRAMMY Celebration or any of our events that
we produce because I knew we had the best teams in place for
each project, and believe me that is something you cannot
underestimate. It gave me great peace of mind every day of
GRAMMY Week.”
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